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Business-Economic Development and Immigration 

The increasing in-flow of new immigrants from Asia and the persistent high rates of unemployment and 
under-employment for decades among immigrant groups speaks volume to the fact that the Canadian 
social and economic systems are not functioning as well as it can be in terms of integrating newcomers 
and their families, creating and matching jobs to immigrant’s talents, providing opportunities for 
immigrant entrepreneurship, and attracting overseas investment and facilitating local economic 
development. 

The S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Vision 

Immigration settlement and social-economic development are intertwined. S.U.C.C.E.S.S. has a vision to 
serve both ends. Owing to the increasing number of independent, provincial nominees and business 
immigrants arriving British Columbia in the 90s, S.U.C.C.E.S.S. has developed a full range of international 
business and entrepreneurial development services for the needs of these newcomers and the interest 
of local businesses to link in with this talent pool for self employment or business opportunities. It was 
an emerging need of certain immigrant groups at that time but nevertheless picked up by S.U.C.C.E.S.S. 
willing to find ways to serve them to settle in this country. 

In 1994, S.U.C.C.E.S.S. established the Business Development Training Center – later it was renamed 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Business and Economic Development (BED), to serve clients throughout British Columbia 
and other Western provinces. BED focuses on providing services and support for prospective 
entrepreneurs and the self-employed. It includes provision of local business information and technical 
support, One-Stop Business Registration, entrepreneurial development and training, regional 
immigration initiatives, and trade and investment services. BED works with thousands of small and 
medium sized businesses in BC and other provinces. 

Gateway-to-Asia TM 

The Gateway-to-Asia TM (GTA) Project inside BED aims at developing new Asian markets for Western 
Canadian goods and services. It is a unique initiative where Western small and medium sized Canadian 
manufacturers and suppliers are linked with recent Asian immigrants who are able to facilitate new 
business relationships and contacts with buyers and investors in their former homeland. Its objectives 
are to increase: the number of businesses exporting to Asia; increasing the volume of expert sales from 



Western Canada to Asia, increasing the number of new products and services tailored to the Asia 
markets, as well as increasing foreign investment from Asia. From 2002-2010, the total value of export 
sales to China generated through GTA project members reached $39 million (Cdn). From April 2006 – 
present, the total value of Asian investment in British Columbia attributed to the project reached $15 
million (Cdn). In 2007, S.U.C.C.E.S.S.’s Gateway-to-Asia TM was selected by the Asia Pacific Foundation as 
one of the 15 best Canadian companies and organizations that understand the impact of Asia on today’s 
business environment (Leading the Way – Successful Business Strategies in Asia Report, Asia Pacific 
Foundation of Canada, July 2007). A third party Assessment of Gateway-to-Asia TM contracted by 
Western Economic Diversification Canada (WD) in March 2007 has found that “...Gateway-to-Asia TM 
program “makes money” for Canada overall and provides value for money for WD and S.U.C.C.E.S.S. “ 
(Assessment of Gateway-to-Asia Program, Dennis Rank and Associates, 2007 p.4).1 

(1 Note: S.U.C.C.E.S.S. and Western Economic Diversification Canada had partnered between 2002 and 
2010 to deliver the Gateway-to-Asia TM Project. WD contributed 70% of the project funding.) 

Immigrant as Canada’s Hidden Advantage ... but need to be integrated 

Some years ago, an Asian Pacific Foundation publication pointed to the fact that “Canada’s Hidden 
Advantage” is the business skills and connections of its newly arrived Asian immigrants (Canada’s 
“Hidden Advantage” Revisited, Canada Asia Commentary, September 1999). It is right that Canada’s 
immigrants should be perceived as asset instead of liability. However, it is also important to make sure 
that the economic immigrants and their families are integrated and feel at home. From our service 
experience and observation, if we cannot help the new business immigrants and the self-employed to 
overcome the integration obstacles and if they were left to their own without any cross-culturally and 
linguistically appropriate support that makes business sense or resonate with them, it would be hard 
pressed to expect any business success from them at all. It is a different set of cross-cultural business 
understanding, orientation, business language training, facilitation, bridging and integration issues that 
needs to be addressed at the entrepreneurial level, one that has to be “blended-in” with the business 
plan development and business investment activities of the immigrant. We need a National Business 
Immigrants Support Network to connect business and self-employed immigrants with the local support 
network and resources in a cross-culturally meaningful way. 
 
The Business Immigrant’s Problem 
 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Business & Economic Development has been providing business services to immigrant 
entrepreneurs for 16 years now. Our mission is to foster economic integration between new 
entrepreneurs and local businesses through the delivery of entrepreneurship programs and 
consultation. 
 
The vision of a National Business Immigrants Support Network is sparked by the day-to-day encounters 
and observation of a growing trend of problems faced by business class immigrants and new immigrants 
who wanted to start up a business and be self-employed in Canada.  Due to the linguistic and business-
cultural barriers, these new immigrant entrepreneurs are in need of various kinds of in-language and 



cross-cultural business advisory and consulting services that goes beyond the routinely available 
business information and enquiry services offered to the English/French speaking general public. 
 
A majority of these new entrepreneurs are from Asia, especially from China or Korea. They may be a 
business genius in the source country but are often incapacitated and overwhelmed by the unfamiliar 
new business environment, territory, language, culture and the instant loss of old business and social 
network as soon as they enter this new country. Some got burnt by business loss in a flash. The general 
business information, enquiries or consultation services in the official languages and regular ELSA/LINC 
classes does not make things happened for them and is not the solution to the new non-English 
speaking immigrant’s multiple challenges to start up a business in Canada. Many become risk-avert, sit 
on their capital and waste away their investment drive, the entrepreneurial spirit, the time in Canada, 
the productivity capacity and potential economic opportunity. The opportunity loss for Canada as their 
host country is also considerable. 
 
The Business Immigrant’s Service Needs 
 
Business immigrants, especially for those from non-English speaking countries in Asia, need in-language 
counseling and training on how to start up a new business in Canada. It is inasmuch a cross-cultural 
business investment/ start up facilitation process as a trust building and mentoring issue for the new 
business immigrants. These new Asian business immigrants need practical Business English training 
blend-in with their business endeavours as opposed to general ELSA/LINC training for other classes of 
immigrants. They need cross-cultural business information and orientation, and mentoring services in 
order to learn and know how to start up a business in Canada with certain confidence of success. They 
need to acquire a good understanding of the Canadian local banking system and practices. They need to 
be introduced and gain access to the local business community network and /or specific professional or 
industry associations relevant to their business start up. They need local business advice and local 
business intelligence. They need to be matched up with local business venture or partnership or 
investment opportunities. They need some handholding guidance in selecting local professional and 
business services, from real estates, accounting, legal to marketing and sales, product development, 
suppliers, etc. the list goes on, in the community they settled. They need an entire portfolio of in-
language professional advice and help and interpretation assistance that goes beyond information as 
such.  It is only through this combined social and economic integration that the business immigrants and 
their families will succeed in Canada. The latest China Goes Global 2010 survey by the Asia Pacific 
Foundation (published January 17, 2011) echoes similar frustrations, needs and concerns expressed by 
many Chinese SMEs intended to invest in Canada. 
 
The Opportunity 
 
The opportunity is for the contracted local service providers, like Business Information Centers or 
Immigrant Services Agencies in the National Network to offer one stop cross-culturally and linguistically 
appropriate business services, low cost consulting, Canadian business training and mentoring program, 
business workshop and seminars and business events and local business networking and investment 



opportunities to these business new comers. S.U.C.C.E.S.S. proposes the Canadian Government to fund 
the basic infrastructure and operations of the National Network while the participating local agencies or 
business information centers will levy certain standardized business consulting fees at low cost or by 
means of a sliding fee-charging scale on a value-add menu of services (to be developed) beyond what is 
covered by government funding. In other word, the value chain runs like this: the federal Government 
funds the network infrastructure and yields the macro economic and social returns; S.U.C.C.E.S.S. 
receives the funding and takes up the responsibility and be accountable for its operations, providing the 
agent training, developing and dissimilating the web-based in-language updated and accurate business 
information and materials, ensuring service quality, delivery and results; the “franchised” agencies or 
business information centers pick up the client, the consulting work and service delivery at local level 
and get compensated; and last, but not least, the business immigrant client receives the needed service 
and support to start up the business and settled in the local community.  This pilot project will be the 
first attempt for a “Public-NGO-Private” participation in fostering social and economic integration for 
new immigrants. 
 
The Benefits 
 
The benefits are three-way among the Canadian government, S.U.C.C.E.S.S. and the local (agents) 
service providers plus the immigrant entrepreneurs – being the biggest winner. 
 
The Canadian government will be able to leverage its funding to achieve more new business immigrant 
success, less immigrant unemployment or under-employment, a faster and improved integration 
solution and an increase in more local economic development opportunity.  
 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. can play a central role in supporting the national government and addressing a pressing 
Asian business immigrant issue and to facilitate more business and economic development 
opportunities and services for immigrants across Canada.  
 
The local Business Information Centers or Immigrant Services agencies are involved as real players in 
offering and delivering tangible business orientation, support and consulting services to new immigrants 
not only in a cross-culturally and linguistically relevant way but also in a locally relevant context. The 
National Network will help the municipalities to attract more future immigrants and successful 
investment otherwise would not be possible. Local services agents will receive the support and quality 
training and client referrals from a National Network and receive fair compensation for the professional 
service rendered. 
 
The immigrant entrepreneurs will receive the cross-culturally and linguistically relevant business support 
and guidance that they actually need and further their chance of success and integration into the 
Canadian society. 
 
The economic spin-offs are also due to the local municipalities destined by the immigrant entrepreneurs 
and their families. There will be new business start-up and investment, more viable new businesses with 



the support by local business community, more local job creation, more consumption of local business 
services, thus increasing consumer consumption in general. 
 
If one of the solutions to the economic and social future of Canada is to harvest the strengths of 
immigrants, it would require a wholesale change in policy and program initiatives to extend some form 
of settlement and integration support services tailored to the specific needs of the business immigrants 
and the self-employed. The National Business Immigrants Support Network is a S.U.C.C.E.S.S. proposed 
solution to this challenge. 
 
The National Network 
 
At S.U.C.C.E.S.S. headquarters, our Business and Economic Development (and our trade-marked 
Gateway-to-Asia™ Project) has been assisting business immigrants in the Greater Vancouver/ Fraser 
Valley/ Okanagan/Vancouver Island, British Columbia Region for a good number of years. We have 
cumulated ample experience in running such business immigrants support network at a provincial level. 
We are ready to do the more for Canada. 
 
Concluding Remarks 
 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. submits this concept and wish that the Canadian Government would consider the value 
propositions of a National Business Immigrants Support Network.  
 
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. CEO, Thomas Tam’s Submission to the House of Commons’ Standing Committee on 
Citizenship and Immigration on December 3, 2009 articulated the prime economic significance of having 
federal leadership and support to immigrant self-employment and business start up and regional 
immigration. 
In a Briefing Note for Prime Minister Roundtable on Economy on February 10th, 2010, S.U.C.C.E.S.S. 
former CEO, Tung Chan said: “We could work to create a “Framework” that would outline and target the 
key areas of assistance that are important to newcomers – for example, housing, schooling, health care, 
employment, or starting a new business – and then develop and provide standardized tools and 
resources to support settlement workers – to enable them to provide a common, standard orientation 
and introduction to Canada – and the opportunities that our nation affords – as well as the challenges 
that may have to be overcome. I think we can do a better job, lead by the federal government, of 
preparing newcomers for success. And the better the job we do, the better off they will be – and the 
better off our country will be.” 
 
Investing in a National Network that focuses on boosting the productivity of new business immigrants, 
rebuilding their entrepreneurial spirit and confidence, facilitating their cross-cultural and linguistic 
business success and unleashing their investment capital is an important realm of optimizing the force 
and the reserved talents of the immigrant to increase the productivity and economy across this country. 
We welcome any feedback and further dialogue with government and stakeholders with respect to this 
new concept and will be pleased to work with government involvement in any pilot or tangible projects 
toward this goal. 


